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EW YORK SUPREME COURT - COUNTY OF BRONX
PARTIA-25

d MARIE EROSA,

-agai, st-
Plaintiffs,

MEMORANDUM DECISION/
ORDER
Index No. 14247/05

Defendants.

HON. RK FRlE LANDER:

efendant Jichael Coomaraswamy, M.D. ("MC") moves, pursuant to CPLR 4404, for an order setting

aside the jury verdicl rendered in this medical malpractice action as legally nosustainable; or, in the alternative,

for an or er directin a new trial as to the claims against MC on the ground that the jury verdict was against the

weight 0 the credibl evidence, and on the further ground that the jury was prejudiced by the improper

admissio of certain evidence and/or an improper charge given to the jury; or, in the further alternative, for an

order dir cting a ne trial as to damages, on the ground that the jury's award was excessive and contrary to the

as tried before the undersigned in April and May 2013. The action arose out of injuries

plaintiff Miguel Erosa ("plaintiff'), during and following an appendix removal performed

by MC a Parkway ospital, a facility which was closed at the time of trial. The jury heard testimony from

plaintiff, from his wi e Marife Erosa ("Marife"), who had a claim for loss of consortium, from MC, from a

medical xpert calle by plaintiff, and from two medical experts called by defendant. The injuries claimed by

plaintiff JnvolVed po t-operative pain, a subsequent surgery, a Iafge scar, embarrassment at his alleged

disfigure ent and at endant issues. After deliberations, the jury awarded plaintiff $950,000 in damages for past
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pain and suffering (' PPS"), and $250,000 in damages for future pain and suffering ("FPS"). The FPSaward

was inte ded to cov r a period of 26 years. The jury also awarded Plaintiff Marife $100,000 in damages for past

loss of c nsortiurn (' PLC"), and $ 25,000 in damages for future loss of consortium ("FLC"), with the duration

of the F C also inte ded to cover 26 years. Pursuant to a stipulation between counsel, if liability were to be

found, e sum of$ '0,000 was to be added to any jury award, to cover plaintiffs medical costs.

efendant n w moves to set aside the verdict as to liability, asserting that the uncertified medical

records jf Parkway ospital were admitted over his objection; that such records, for some reason, did not

include C's opera 've report, which therefore was not before the jury; and that the Court subsequently

structions a tailored charge which improperly permitted the jury to draw a negative

inferenc as to MC' possible departure from proper medical practice. For the reasons set forth hereinafter, the

b the jury's verdict as to liability, and finds no basis to do so ill;the issues raised by

he issues r .sed are rather straightforward, and involve only a very small aspect of the seven day trial

will consequently endeavor to keep this decision brief and concise. There was no dispute

that the ospital at hich MC performed surgery on plaintiff, and at which the records of such treatment had

been rna ntained, ha been closed for years before the trial began, and its records hadobeen disposed of pursuant

to permi sion from bankruptcy court. As such, the only records available were the copies which had been used

before tr aI, and whi h had been submitted to the Court by defendant himself as part of motion papers in the

course 0 pre-trial Ii .gation. No party disputed the accuracy of such records as were available at trial.

he underlyi ogcomplaint which defendant had with regard to admission of the records was that MC's

operativ report was not included with the package. No one disputed that such report would normally have been

a part of he record. No one had any idea why it was not present. MC testified at trial that he, as a matter of

practice, always dic ted his report on the day of surgery. It was also acknowledged by all at trial, and told to
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the jury, that MC w s not responsible for maintaining the hospital's records. On the other hand, MC and the

indepen ent medica experts agreed that it was proper and accepted practice to prepare an operative report.

efendant n w complains that, because the surgery occurred a decade before trial, MC had no

indepen ent memo of the event and, deprived of his operative report, could only testify based on his usual

custom d practice. However, that is not the fault of plaintiff, or of the Court. MC was aware of this

nitiation, which was necessarily less than three years after the event. At that time, the

d would remain open for many more years. MC could have searched to determine ifhe

is own cop,yof the operative report, and, ifhe found that he had not, could have had years to elicit a

the hospi al. Failing that, he could have made notes atthat time as to what he recalled of the surgery,

then at I ast somew at fresher in his mind than eight years later, during trial. The jury's verdict cannot be

ow becaus MC failed to properly protect his interests in the early years of this action.

e availabil ty of hospital records which had been used previously and therefore effectively adopted by

defenda t meant tha relevant evidence was available to the jury, and it would have been improper practice to

deny the 'ury the be efit of such records. There is no indication and no logical inference that it was plaintiff

who soehow delet d the operative report from the records, and, therefore, defendant had the opportunity at all

Ia record as was available to anyone. The absence of the operative report was as likely to

have bee MC's fail e to get it into the records in the first place, as it was the fault of anyone later handling the

record to keep the wfole record together. Further, the available record, taken as a whole, was not made less

compreh nsible or Jore confusing by the missing component, as if it included some days and not others. It

was, in sort, what it purported to be: a record of what the hospital recorded in its chart, which did not include

what the urgeon die ated at or after surgery.

T erefore, th Court continues to believe that it was proper to admit the record into evidence. the

remainin issue rais by MC relates to the charge given to the jury. That charge is repeated here:
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" ow, you h ve heard that the original records of Parkway Hospital are not available. That includes a
rmal typed operative report. You have already heard that the defendant, Dr. Michael Coomaraswamy,
as not an e, ployee of the hospital; nor was he a custodian of the records. As such he would not be the
erson respo sible for any incomplete or missing records. Now, if you choose, you may draw an

i . ference th no operative report was ever done from the fact from the fact that none can be found at
t is time, or ou may decide to draw no such conclusion. Similarly, if you so choose, you may draw the
i ference th}an operative report was done from the fact that Dr. Coomaraswamy testified that it was .his
ractice and rocedure to always do an operative report, or you may decide to draw no such conclusion.
either cas , it's your choice." (Emphasis as spoken at the time). .

he Court relected the request Ofdefendant's counsel for a more sweeping direction to the jury, to the

effect th t: "You mt ... not draw any inferences against Dr. Coomaraswamy based on these records or the

ped operative report." In the Court's view, it is clear that the language demanded by

too broad. Further; the language actually used in the jury charge was carefully calibrated

to be bal ced and Jeutral. .

l
efendanth s attempted to argue that the instruction effectively invited the jury to find malpractice on

the part fMC, bas I merely on the lack of an operative report, but, as the above language makes clear, that is

not the c e. The c arge related only to the absence of a report, not to what MC did or did not do to plaintiff.

There w s in fact no explanation for the report's absence, and any possible reason for such absence could have

e jUry. Whether the report's absence influenced the jury's result is an open question, about

1

hat lli kno is that the jury had much more specific evidence on which to base any conclusion it

reached. The subse uent surgery which plaintiff underwent, allegedly to correct the improper appendix removal.

by MC, esulted in hospital record from the VA Ho.spital, which was admitted into evidence. All of the

medical 'tnesses C mmented on it, and discussed the findings that were placed into that hospital record. When

plaintiff's abdomen as opened at the VA Hospital, the area of the previous appendix removal was visualized

and its a pearance as recorded in the hospital record. Those observations mayor may not have evidenced

of MC, depending on which expert the jury believed. But it cannot be denied that such
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evidenc should hav had, and probably did have, a far more profound effect on the jury's findings as to MC's

possible departures, han the mere fact that MC's operative report was hot available.

efendant's gurnent that the Court effectively permitted the jury to consider MC to have despoiled

eVidenJ is without onodation. The Court permitted the jury to accept Me's testimony as to his custom and

practice, and therefo e to consider the evidence as showing that an operative report was prepared. However, as

a fair ba ance, the C urt also permitted the jury to weigh the unexplained absence of the report as possibly

reflectin. that some ow the report was never prepared. The latter option is far removed from any suggestion or

implicafon that MC destroyed, despoiled or removed any existing evidence, and should not be equated with so

derogato a charge. (Incidentally, based on the entire record before the Court, the Court rejects plaintiffs

contenti n that defe dant's counsel, at some point in the trial, waived defendant's objection to the jury charge

t has failed to show that the totality of the evidence could not or should not support the

jury's fi dings as to iability, and has failed entirely to show that any ruling or charge by the Court would

reasonalJ y have had such impact on the jury as to directly cause a finding of liability which the jury would not

otherwis have chos n. For these reasons such part of defendant's motion as seeks a setting aside of the verdict

as to lia ility is deni d in all respects. .

he damage Lard, however, seems clearly oul of line, in view of the nature and extent of the injuries

describe by plainti , and the testimony as to loss of consortium described by Marife. In his opposition papers,

even pIa ntiffhas di lculty finding precedent which sustains an award of the magnitude selected by the jury,
If,

other th cases whi h describe injuries very clearly far in excess of those suffered here.

P aintiffhas ad no medical treatment to speak of since his VA Hospital surgery, and dispiays only an

abdomin 1scar, whi, h, while far from pleasant looking or desirable, falls significantly short of the description in

the oppo ition paper as "horrific." Plaintiff could only describe very modest limitations of his activities,
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covery period, there is little more in the record that could support the very high sums

the six figures, based on plaintiffs pain following the first surgery, and his undergo.ing a

effect on their lives together. In short, while the evidence supports an award for PPS,

es). Neither plaintiffs testimony nor his wife's was particularly convincing as to the

v. Jot ianandan, 38 Misc.3d 1216; affirmed, 100 A.D.3d 542. While the facts in the two

ore the undersigned and resulted in a damage award which, inter alia, was reduced by the

ost of the ecisions cited by both sides relate to injuries which have little in common with those

here, and t erefore cannot provide guidance in this matter. Interestingly, movant has had the

not identic 1,in both cases the actions of the physician were alleged to have ultimately necessitated an

mostly s emming fr m his purported embarrassment at displaying his scar, should it be visible at all (depending

undersi

"wisdo " to cite on case of appendix removal which is not only relevant by reason of the body part involved,

open inc sion, leadi g to a larger abdominal scar than might have been necessary otherwise, and the possibility,

although perhaps ie ote, of the threat of adhesions in the future. The Court there reduced the PPS award to

$250,00 and the FAjS award to $50,000. The plaintiff in that case was much younger, and also, as an unmarried
young w man, was I kely to be more sensitive to the effect of the scar on finding a mate.

S preme Co rt Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., is often quoted as having said "Consistency is the

hobgobr of smalilinds," but the juslice was actually quoting Ralph Waldo Emerson, and the precise quote

oolish coJstency is the hobgoblin of littie minds ... " In the instant case, it seems far from foolish to .

to influence the proper damage award here, in that the major purpose of raising or

lowering awards is,' itself, to achieve consistency in what might otherwise be wide-ranging jury awards.

Adjustin for the di erences in the two cases, and for the different stages in life occupied at the time by the two

plaintiff: , the Court mds that the appropriate levels for the awards in the instant case would be $250,000 in PPS
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and $25, 00 in FPS. Furthermore, although the testimony as to loss of consortium was far from compelling,

and the j ry award 0 $100,000 for PLC cannot be defended in any way, the Court will afford deference to the

jury's fi ding, to th extent permissible in this circumstimce, and permit a damage award of$ 30,000 for PLC,

and of$ 0,000 for LC.

I is perhaps oteworthy, although not relevant to the result reached here, that, in conferences before and

during t 'al, the Cou made prodigious efforts to settle this matter, and sought to impress upon defendant the

risks att ndant to pr ceeding with trial. Plaintiffs counsel made it clear to the Court that the matter could be

settled f; r less than 150,000, and the Court had the distinct impression that settlement could be reached at just

under $100,000. T s was intimated to defendant's counsel, who understood the implications of the situation,

but.who e hands we e apparently tied by an insurance adjuster working for the Federation of Jewish

Philant opies. The adjuster was of the belief that the case was worth only "costs of trial" and would offer no

$25,000- 30,000. Thus, all of the time spent on trial, and on this motion, as well as on whatever

appellat practice m ght follow, has been over a difference of perhaps $60,000, and the stubbornness of non-

lawyers [hO do not nderSland how to properly evaluate an action. Settlements are usually better for all

concernL, and ce inly for the court system. It is sincerely hoped that a lesson may be drawn from what has so

far translired in this case.

ccordingly, the Court orders a new trial as to damages, unless plaintiff, within 45 days of the date of

this Ord r, agrees to a reduction in the jury's award to the amounts of: $250,000 for past pain and suffering, and

$25,000 for future p in and suffering, awarded to plaintiff Miguel Erosa; and $30,000 for past loss of

o~
lEDLANDER, J.S.c.

es the Decision and Order of the Court.

Dated:

consorti and $20 000 for future loss of consortium, awarded to plaintiff Marife Erosa.
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